
GangaRobot – Ideas 
 

Introduction 
This document is intended as a support to discussions that will lead to the definition of the 

functional and technical specifications of GangaRobot. 

After a brief overview of GangaRobot, I look at its forerunner – GangaCron - highlighting features 

and limitations. I then propose some ideas for phase 1 of GangaRobot, which retain the features of 

GangaCron whilst addressing some of its limitations. This is followed by some ideas for future phases 

of GangaRobot. Finally, I include a request for feedback on the ideas presented in this document. 

 

Overview 
GangaRobot is a proposed tool for running a pre-defined set of Ganga jobs, extracting monitor data 

about these jobs, and providing statistical reports of the monitor data for a single run or across 

multiple runs. 

 

Forerunner: GangaCron 
GangaCron is an existing tool that performs some of the anticipated functionality of GangaRobot. It 

consists of a few Python scripts executed by cron in a Ganga session to submit, monitor and report 

on a set of jobs.  

Features 

A daily run of GangaCron works as follows: 

 Run identifier: An identifier for the run is generated based on the current day of the year, 

e.g. 2007-157, and used to specify local_root, i.e. repository directory, and topdir, i.e. 

workspace directory. 

 Job submission: At a set time, cron executes a submit script which creates and submits two 

sets of n jobs using the DaVinci application and the Dirac backend and various chunks of test 

data; one set has a CPUTime set to 1 hour and the other to 24 hours. 

 Job monitoring / reporting: At a later time, cron executes a monitor script which: 

o Extracts the following data, if available, for each job in the run’s repository: 

name, status, outputAvailable, DIRACid, DIRACstatus, DIRACappStatus, CPU, site, 

wait, run, total, events, LCGid, LCGname, LCGdestination, LCGstatus, LCGexit, 

LCGreason 

o Saves the data to a file in pickle format, e.g. info2007-157.pickle. 

o Analyses the data and emails a run report based on all jobs. 

N.B. There is also a DiracSummary.py script which prints out raw monitor data about the jobs from 

multiple runs, in a human-readable form (i.e. python repr format instead of pickle). 



Example run report email: 
Subject: Ganga-Dirac monitoring: (10/20) (fail/total) on Thu Jun 07 

Date: Thu, 7 Jun 2007 11:18:19 +0200 

 

Ganga-Dirac monitoring: (10/20) (fail/total) on Thu Jun 07 

 

Date : 07 Jun 2007  

Time : 10:43:21 

LCG.CERN.ch OK 

LCG.CNAF.it Banned 

LCG.GRIDKA.de OK 

LCG.IN2P3.fr OK 

LCG.NIKHEF.nl Banned 

LCG.PIC.es OK 

LCG.RAL.uk OK 

 

 

Overall failures      : 10 

Dirac reports failure : 10 

Ganga reports failure : 10 

Analysis failure      : 10 

 

Sites                :  Fail Total 

LCG.NIKHEF.nl        :     2     2 

LCG.PIC.es           :     2     5 

LCG.RAL.uk           :     0     3 

LCG.CERN.ch          :     1     3 

LCG.GRIDKA.de        :     1     3 

LCG.CNAF.it          :     4     4 

 

 

Identity of failing jobs: 

 

Ganga    Dirac    Site                 LCG 

0        82530    LCG.NIKHEF.nl        none 

1        82531    LCG.CNAF.it          none 

2        82532    LCG.CNAF.it          none 

9        82539    LCG.GRIDKA.de        none 

10       82540    LCG.CNAF.it          none 

11       82541    LCG.PIC.es           none 

13       82543    LCG.CNAF.it          none 

15       82545    LCG.PIC.es           none 

17       82547    LCG.NIKHEF.nl        none 

18       82548    LCG.CERN.ch          none 

Limitations 

Key limitations of GangaCron are: 

 GangaCron is not easily extensible, since configuration, job definition, job analysis, and 

report actions are hard-coded directly into the submit and monitor scripts. 

 Monitor data is not in a human-readable format. 

 Daily run reports only provide information about a single run, i.e. they do not provide an 

easy way to view patterns of failures across multiple runs. 

 



Phase 1 
As mentioned in the introduction, this section proposes some ideas for phase 1 of GangaRobot, 

which retain the features of GangaCron whilst addressing some of its limitations, in particular 

extensibility and reports covering multiple runs. 

Components 

GangaRobot could consist of the following components: 

 Configuration file to specify, for example, which Submitter, Monitor and Reporter to use, 

and when to perform actions, as well as submitter / monitor / reporter specific 

configuration, e.g. email recipients for reports. 

 Driver module which, when polled by a cron job, reads from the configuration file and 

invokes the Submitter, Monitor or Reporter, as required. 

 Submitter class with abstract submit method (overridden in a user-defined implementation). 

 Monitor class with abstract monitor method (overridden in a user-defined implementation). 

 Reporter class with abstract report method (overridden in a user-defined implementation). 

 DataIO utility class for writing / reading monitor data to / from human-readable file format. 

Notes: 

 The Submitter / Monitor / Reporter combination must work together but certain 

implementations should be reusable. 

 Examples of Submitter / Monitor / Reporter implementations which could be provided in 

phase 1: 

o CoreMonitor which extracts core attributes (see Monitor data section). 

o CoreReporter which uses core attributes to provide reports on the latest run and 

multiple runs. 

o Bespoke Submitter, Monitor and Reporter implementations, which replicate the 

submission, monitoring and reporting of GangaCron, whilst reusing CoreMonitor and 

CoreReporter. 

Monitor data 

The structure of monitor data should contain strictly-defined core attributes, extracted by a generic 

CoreMonitor and exploited by a generic CoreReporter, as well as allowing for freely-defined 

job/application/backend-specific attributes, extracted by bespoke Monitor implementations and 

exploited by bespoke Reporter implementations. 

Example monitor data file (contents to be finalised, format not necessarily XML): 
 <run> 
  <id>20070607-09-00-00</id> 

  <start-time>20070607 09:00:00</start-time> 

  <monitor-time>20070607 12:00:00</monitor-time> 

  <job> 

    <core> 

      <id>1</id> 

      <name>my-job</name> 

      <status>completed</status> 

      <application>DaVinci</application> 

      <backend>Dirac</backend> 

      <backend-id>456789</backend-id> 



      <backend-actualCE>LCG.CERN.ch</backend-actualCE> 

      <lifecycle> 

        <status name=”new” time=”20070607 09:00:00”/> 

        <status name=”submitted” time=”20070607 09:01:00”/> 

        <status name=”running” time=”20070607 09:05:00”/> 

        <status name=”completed” time=”20070607 11:37:00”/> 

      </lifecycle> 

         ... 

    </core> 

    <output> 

       <events>2500</events> 

       ... 

    </output> 

    ... 

  </job> 

  ... 

</run> 

 

Notes: 

 Core attributes are chosen to be common to most job / application / backend combinations. 

However, the lifecycle information is not currently available in any generic way, and would 

either be excluded or extracted in a backend-specific way, in phase 1. (I understand that 

there is a plan to add an “info” attribute to Job, containing status changes / timestamps, 

which could be used in a future phase.) 

 Output attributes are an example of data extracted using a bespoke job-specific Monitor 

implementation. 

Use cases 

For a given run of jobs, typical use cases might be: 

Submission: 

1. Driver reads from configuration that it is time to submit jobs. 

2. Driver loads user-defined Submitter and invokes submit method within Ganga session. 

3. Submitter creates and submits a set of jobs. 

Monitoring: 

1. Driver reads from configuration that it is time to monitor jobs. 

2. Driver loads user-defined Monitor and invokes monitor method within Ganga session. 

3. Monitor extracts run data and writes it to a monitor data file, using DataIO. 

Reporting: 

1. Driver reads from configuration that it is time to report. 

2. Driver loads configuration-defined Reporter and invokes report method. 

3. Reporter reads latest monitor data file, using DataIO, and prepares single-run report. 

4. Reporter reads latest monitor data files of last 30 runs, say, using DataIO, and prepares 

multiple-run report. 

5. Reporter emails reports to recipients, as defined in configuration. 

 



Features & Limitations 

Phase 1 replicates the features of GangaCron by providing bespoke Submitter / Monitor / Reporter 

implementations which reuse CoreMonitor and CoreReporter. 

Phase 1 addresses some of the limitations of GangaCron by providing an extensible framework, 

human-readable monitor data, and reports across multiple runs. 

Of course, many potential features are not included in phase 1; see future phases below for further 

ideas. 

 

Future Phases 
This section regroups some ideas which might be suitable for inclusion in later phases of 

GangaRobot. 

 CoreMonitor extracts lifecycle (i.e. status changes / timestamps) using, as yet 

unimplemented, “info” attribute of Job. 

 Killing jobs after a time-limit. 

 Archiving of previous runs. 

 Additional backend-specific Monitors. 

 ScriptSubmitter, which executes .gpi style scripts. (Can we reuse some parts of GangaTest?) 

 AggregateMonitor, which can be configured to aggregate multiple Monitor 

implementations, e.g. Core Monitor + Dirac Monitor + ... 

 AggregateReporter, which can be configured to aggregate multiple Reporter 

implementations, e.g. Core Reporter + Dirac Reporter + ... 

 Make reports accessible via web with links to raw data. 

 Chart style reports accessible via web. (Can we use MonALISA?). 

 ... 

 

Feedback 
This document is intended to support discussion about the project. None of aforementioned ideas 

are finalised at this stage, so all feedback is welcome. 

For example: 

 Are there any existing or upcoming projects which cover similar use cases? 

 Are there any ideas for different / better implementations? Perhaps using existing or 

upcoming features of Ganga, of which I may not be aware. 

 ... 

 

David Tuckett : dtuckett@lucubra.com  

UROP Student, Department of Physics, Imperial College. 

mailto:dtuckett@lucubra.com
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